A mobile robot attempting to reach its goal using autonomous goal-directed navigation in an unknown environment may enter limit cycles while avoiding such concave obstacles as dead ends and U-shaped obstacles, thus lowering its efficiency. To cover a wider range of navigation tasks, this paper presents a novel memorization-based waypoint navigation method in polar coordinate that generates a set of feasible waypoints that avoids navigation limit cycle. Upon navigation limit cycles are detected, their avoidance is achieved by changing the orientation to follow from reactive goal-directed to opportunistic goal-repulsive behavior through creating and memorizing specific traversable, but less preferred areas (circular sectors) called repulsive area that may cause limit cycles in polar coordinate. This deadlock feedback scheme allows the robot to predict and avoid impending limit cycle situations more efficiently than wall-following based approaches. Simulations have verified the conservation of time and memory to compute paths using the new polar-coordinate based waypoint navigation, and an implementation of the navigation method on a real mobile robot using laser range finder works well in an indoor experiment with demonstrated real-time planning and route selection capabilities for waypoint navigation.
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous robots, or unmanned vehicles, capable of real-time exploration and task-execution in an unknown environment using onboard sensing, computing, and communication devices have been studied. A fundamental function that accomplishes these missions by one or a team of mobile robots is navigation. This technology is not only challenging to research, but also required urgently to solve different problems encountered in human societyfor example, to measure damage level, to perform search and rescue for victims in a dangerous building, volcano or disasters, 1 to perform border search or patrol in military missions using a robot or a swarm of robots, or to perform home care and residential security duties.
Many algorithms and architectures have been proposed for autonomous navigation in partially or completely unknown environments. To move about an unknown environment safely and properly, it is necessary to equip a robot with various sensors that can execute necessary behaviors for low level control to solve different navigation problems, such as corridor-or wall-following, wandering, obstacle avoidance, moving towards the target, escaping * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
from limit-cycle in complex environment, and coordinating or adapting the behaviors in response to changes in the environment received by the sensors. Thus, it is necessary for robots to be capable of locally planning paths between two locations by assuming that the robot is a point or a simple shape object that is able to translate and rotate (e.g., Dubins or car-like vehicles) with a curvature constraint. 32 The A * algorithm in grid maps to search a lowest cost path between two points and its extensions, such as focused D * 2 or Generalized Adaptive A * , 3 has been developed to deal with more complicated dynamic environments using path replanning and could be integrated into robot motion control 20 in real world. On the other hand, the fuzzy-logic control system 4 5 21 is a flexible method with a high success rate for robust obstacle avoidance in the presence of uncertainties. 22 23 26 It efficiently handles ambiguous data, processes logical calculation, and produces a clear and simple answer. Though the answer usually doesn't form the shortest path, it is still able to adapt to most of environment types, thus making the fuzzy-logic system a very popular navigation method. Ecological robotics is an interesting science, in which researchers, inspired by the wonders of nature, study and mimic animal or insect behaviors to engineer strategies for adapting to unknown environments. For example, navigation using equiangular spirals for target reaching is inspired by the behavior of insects flying toward a candle. 19 Nowadays, ecological robots not only acts like animals or insects, they can perform more difficult tasks or move faster with the help of modern techniques such as Q learning 6 or Kobayashi's landmark identification. 11 Potential field method 9 10 transforms geographic information into potential fields in which targets generate attractive fields, while obstacles generate repulsive fields. The net influence of fields around the robot generates the movement of the robot required to reach the target while avoiding stationary or dynamic obstacles. The difficulty of applying the potential field method is the design of the attractive and repulsive fields properly in complex environments; otherwise the movement of the robot will be unstable or trapped into local minima. The dynamic approach and its extensions provide admissible angular and translational velocity control to yield a fast and safe navigation. 36 For limited sensing range, there is a lot of research on developing a waypoint navigation system capable of using sensory information in complex physical environments to find waypoints from a start location to reach the goal. 17 18 28 Figure 1 shows the block diagram of waypoint navigation system, which is a structure of integrated reactive and deliberative layers. The reactive layer supports the functions of local obstacle avoidance using existing local obstacle avoidance approaches, sub-goal implementation for reaching the target, and emergency handling. A deliberative layer is integrated into the higher level to provide global planning capabilities based on accumulated knowledge of the environment and navigation experience stored in the memory. 17 27 The deliberative layer plans a sequence of sub-goals that leads the robot to the target based on a priori knowledge of the environment acquired by on-board sensors, while the reactive layer executes the plan in real time. In practice, however, there are conflicts Fig. 1 . Tthe architecture of waypoint navigation system is divided into 2 layers-a reactive layer and a deliberative layer-and a knowledge data base for map building and waypoint generation. 17 between the reactive layer and deliberative layer. 37 For example, due to the local nature and time horizon, the executed path may deviate from the planned path due to uncertainties and noise. In addition, for sensor-based reactive navigation, it is well known that the potential conflict between the behaviors of obstacle avoidance and reaching the goal can yield local minima or a limit cycle situation due to the limitations of locality or the field of view. 37 One major reason is unawareness of previously visited locations in concave (U-shaped or T-shaped) obstacles when goal-directed navigation is employed. Detecting and correcting the limit cycle could improve the navigation efficiency and success rate. 26 However, the reactive layer could not effectively deal with the trap situations. There are many researches dealing with this kind of problems. Wall/boundary following is one of the main approaches to resolve the limit cycle, as used in the Bug family algorithm. 7 8 Reference [27] proposed a hybrid navigation architecture to separate the deliberative (A * ) layer and the reactive layer so that fewer inter-layer conflicts are encountered. The reactive layer is based heavily on grid map DH-bug algorithms, which can function independently, to escape from traps without the assistance of the deliberative layer. Other approaches that resolve the navigation limit cycle mostly record the trajectories of the robot or characteristics of the environment 4 12 13 22-29 39 to detect and remember visited and unvisited areas or trajectories in Cartesian coordinates. An abrupt change in the robot's heading greater than a threshold, e.g., from turn-to-right to turn-to-left and vice versa, is used in Ref. [26] for identifying the repeated traversal of the same regions. Techniques are developed to guide the robot out from a limit cycle situation upon detection of a limit cycle path. Among the heuristics, some of the approaches set up a virtual wall 24 or virtual target, 26 or apply adaptive rotations using clockwise or counterclockwise turning along a periodic orbit. 25 The waypoint navigation method has the advantage of saving memory by storing only the ordered sequence of waypoints instead of whole path. This allows online modifications of the path by changing the waypoints, which is attractive for real-time navigation. The amount of memory saved is more significant with the use of polar coordinates as working coordinate for mobile robot navigation. The use of polar coordinates in mobile robot navigation offers additional advantages in achieving more accurate kinematic control of unicycle mobile robots 30 31 38 where the distance and direction of the obstacles or goal to the current robot position are most conveniently described or available from sensory input, along with some indication of their size or shape of obstacles in relative coordinate. Therefore, considering the limited energy and memory in a typical autonomous robotic system, the polar coordinate system is more suitable for for longdistance and long-duration navigation in an environment whose size and structural characteristics-e.g., obstacle geometry (convexity and concavity) and distribution-are unknown. Based on relative acceleration dynamics in polar coordinates, 38 formally derived that heading angle is the key controlled variable of wall-following behavior considered as a special case of obstacle avoidance behavior. Inspired by potential field method, we propose a heading angle based strategy, called the Repulsive Area, for tackling navigation limit cycle. Using the polar coordinate system, the creation of Repulsive Area can be independent of the size of the global map, making it is more suitable for unknown environments. Furthermore, compared with other methods tackling limit cycles, Repulsive Area occupies less memory space, especially significant with the expansion of explored areas. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the polar coordinate system as working coordinate of mobile robot navigation; Section 3 presents the humanlike waypoint selection method with respect to robot's current position; Section 4 presents the novel concept of Repulsive Area and discusses its advantages for limit cycle avoidance; Section 5 presents our simulations results to show the efficiency and memory requirement using polar coordinates in navigation method for different sensing range; Section 6 shows an indoor experiment result of the proposed waypoint navigation method implemented on a mobile robot equipped with a laser range finder; and the final section makes a conclusion.
POLAR COORDINATE SYSTEM
Geographic information can be interchangeably represented in two forms: relative position (local map) and absolute position (global map). The local-global coordinate transformation is nonlinear and incurs errors of localization. As commented in Ref. [31] that designed mobile robot orientation control in polar coordinate, polar coordinate is natural for data format in laser range finder, while obstacles representation depends on their relative positions that are visible to current robot position, thus larger when near the robot. In this paper, we propose a full polar coordinate navigation system. In polar coordinates, a global map is the map seen from the target, which records all the known environment information, trajectories of the robot, and the current positions of the robot and the target. A local map is set up at robot to show open areas, obstacles, and the candidate next waypoints within sensing range of the current robot position.
Local and Global Polar Coordinate Conversion
As shown in Figure 2 , suppose the current robot position is W i = r W i i with i as the heading angle. A local polar coordinate frame whose origin is W i is defined at the current robot position. Given a direction , a depth r is defined on every point within the field of view (FOV), thus defining its coordinate as (r ). Fig. 2 . Transformation between the global map seen from the target and the local map seen from the robot with 180 degrees of FOV.
represent the global and local polar coordinates of the specific point respectively. The transformation of converting a local coordinate to global coordinate is
where a is the included angle of r G and r L , s is a sign function,
From a geometric viewpoint, (1) can be seen as calculating a triangle. To give a further explanation, we take the next waypoint W i+1 as an example. Assume W i+1 has been calculated in the local map from current robot position W i (also the origin of the local map). Next, we use the transformation to calculate the absolute position of W i+1 , since OW i is also known, it can be calculated from OW i W i+1 in Figure 3 (left). In addition, the relationship between the target T and W i+1 should be figured out, because the robot needs to know the bearing to the target when it arrives at W i+1 . The same, it can be calculated from T W i W i+1 in Figure 3 (left).
So far, its complexity does not seem to surpass using Cartesian coordinates. A way to simplify the calculations is to set the global map's origin at the target's position at the very beginning. Though the start position changes as the robot moves in this setting of computation, the starttarget pair and the navigation task remains the same. Now, to obtain the absolute position of W i+1 , and its relationship with the target T , we have to calculate OW i W i+1 in Figure 3 (right) using the same procedure as described previously.
WAYPOINT SELECTION ALGORITHM
In a planar unknown environment W ⊂ R 2 populated with static obstacles OB i i=1 , guiding a robot to effectively reach the target is the major objective. Besides, a good navigation system should possess the function to keep the robot in a safe, untrapped state at all times and if possible, it should be intelligent enough to provide a high-efficiency movement strategy. In static environments, waypoint navigation 17 18 28 35 is a popular reactive navigation method in practical applications. Theoretically, waypoint navigation consists of a number of smaller problem-solving tasks: start from an initial location, plan and reach a waypoint to get closer to a destination, and decide which direction to follow next, with the process repeating until the target is reached. In practice, the robot follows an ordered set of waypoints that guides the robot to reach the goal, despite its robustness issue to robot localization errors. 18 The robot follows a straight line from the current waypoint to the next waypoint decided by the sensor readings using a point-to-point navigation, until the goal is reached, i.e., the relative distance between robot and goal decreases to zero by following the waypoint navigation. Waypoint navigation has the advantage of reduced memory storage, since only a sequential list of waypoints is maintained instead of the whole path. For more intelligent path planning, the waypoint navigation system we propose here incorporates additional designs: (a) using polar coordinates as working coordinate, (b) marking the regions associated with waypoints at which navigation to goal is blocked, which tells the system trap-free paths, and (c) traveling a longer reachable distance from a waypoint, to reduce the overall time to reach the target.
The detailed procedure and mechanism of our waypoint planning system will be described in the following.
Deploy Candidate Waypoints
Waypoints or sub goals are collision-free locations that intend to guide the robot towards the goal. The robot begins to change its heading as it passes through a waypoint. 17 28 Before each movement, the waypoint navigation system will deploy several waypoints located in free space within the robot's sensing range, and one of them is chosen as the next waypoint for local navigation. For deployment of waypoints, random or improved random methods 14 15 may deploy massive waypoints for exploration-based navigation. Too many crowded waypoints may lead to oscillations and the computational complexity may increase with the number of waypoints. Thus, to avoid an overconcentration of waypoints in a region, we require that a lower bound is set to limit the distances between adjacent waypoints. For safe and smooth navigation, all the deployed points is as far from the current robot position as possible, and must keep a safety distance from the obstacles by taking into account the volume and dynamic motion characteristic (e.g., nonholonomy and smoothness) of the robot 32 and errors in robot and waypoint localization 18 in real navigation. Considering the allowed maximum speed and safety distance, the waypoints are deployed at locations within FOV where the obstacles are not closer than the robot turning radius, so that the length of the moving distances of the robot is as far as possible and could have sufficient reaction time to stop without colliding. Thus, by building a polar histogram of obstacle configurations in front of robot as illustrated in Figure 4 , our deployment method is to deploy candidate waypoints at a distance to the edges between the obstacles and open area within FOV.
16 Figure 5 illustrates the deployment of candidate waypoints.
Let the maximum sensing range and field of view encompassed by a range sensor be D > 0 and F OV = 2 ∈ 0 2 , respectively. Let i = i D W i be the area within the sensing range and FOV at the current robot position of waypoint W i . To be computationally executable, it is a set of grids visible from current robot location, thus is in the form of
The open areas and the obstacles within i are denoted as OA j j ∈ J and OB k k ∈ K , respectively. The robot takes continuous scans to obtain the local environment data
and
where l the variances, i.e., the edges/contours between any OA j and OB k , of the geometric discontinuities of i . Our current implementation sets the points located at a threshold distance th away along the direction of geometric variance as the newly created candidate waypoints to allow sufficient space of navigation. Let
Mobile robot
denote the collision-free point at a predefined fixed distance th away from p in the normal direction of p ± for right or left of the obstacles). th is less than maximum sensing range (assuming larger than turning radius), which is related to the motion constraint and robot physical size. 32 In addition, let
be N random sampling points of the free space of current robot location, indicating the collision-free directions toward which the robot desires to turn from current position in a safe way. One point in each direction is recorded as a candidate for the next waypoint to be traversed. The number of directions directly relates to a tradeoff of the computational effort and the ability to detect openings. In summary, by exploring navigation-related locations when the robot is at the ith waypoint W i , the set of candidate (i +1)th waypoints C i in i is opportunistically selected as
Note that both this set and i are updated when the robot reaches a new waypoint.
Select the Next Waypoint
At each waypoint (including the starting waypoint), the robot must decide which waypoint to visit next. From the starting waypoint, the risk or opportunity posed by potential waypoints is largely dependent on the maximum sensing range. In Ref. [28] , the sensing range (a semicircle or a sector) around the robot is divided into three equal zones (left, right and front), and the waypoint located in the opening that has the minimum direction difference both from the target and from the current robot heading is chosen as the next waypoint most likely to lead to the target. 28 In our system, there are three behavior modes to consider: the ordinary modes of reaching the target, the mode of avoiding obstacles in waypoint navigation, and one additional mode of avoiding limit cycles. Thus, the determination of a proper desirable direction d executed by steering control of a mobile robot is based on:
(1) Line-of-sight at the target seen by the robot for goalreaching behavior, target such that r is decreasing; (2) Directions which allow the robot to escape from limit cycle situations, leave ; these could be a set of opportunistic directions; (3) Forward collision-free direction obs , chosen from (4) for avoiding obstacles.
Thus, an ideal direction d is based on the minimization of a weighted sum over all candidate waypoints obs chosen from (4) of the current robot position:
where w(·) denotes a weight reflecting the relative importance, E is a binary symbol indicating the nullity (E = 0) of direction that is not considered or otherwise. In our implementation, the collision-free command favors the progress and convergence toward the target, in addition to the safety of motion, and we set w target = 1, w leave = 2, w obs = 0 5 in the simulations.
According to different situations, E is determined by the fusion of these three behaviors and the selection of waypoint may be varied. Consider the following situations: (a) When the robot meets blocking obstacles that cause a limit cycle, the priority is to use an escape strategy, and E target = 0. (b) E obs = 0, i.e., the robot does not move forward when (i) there is not any obstacle in the direction toward the target, or (ii) the forward direction is found to be close to a blocking obstacle or a dead end. In this situation, the priority is to find a visible edge or corner of obstacles within i to make a change of forward direction to visible openings that are likely to be closer to the target.
In summary, given the set of candidate waypoints for robot current locations, the criterion used to select the next waypoint is defined as the one with the least deviation from the calculated desirable direction of (5)
within the sensing range. Therefore, in our waypoint navigation system a primitive motion command could be in 
REPULSIVE AREA

Limit Cycle Situations
If the sensing range of the robot is large enough to identify the full view of distant obstacles or traps on the way toward the target, it is easy to eliminate limit cycle situations by a simple dodge strategy. On the other hand, if the sensing range is limited and may be blocked to detect the extent of obstacles, 28 or if there are errors in waypoints, 18 it is likely that the robot is stuck in a dead end or a limit cycle situation. A common limit cycle situation is shown in Figure 6 . Although wall-following (and thus Bug family of navigation algorithms) is a popular method for escaping navigation limit cycles once detected, it is not efficient due to the overly long path to the goal in complex maps such as maze-like environments. Other approaches to identify the occurrence of navigation limit cycles and to compute a path out of the limit cycle situations are reviewed in the following. According to the observations of Ref. [26] , there is a critical waypoint after which the robot starts a limit cycle due to goal-attraction. The critical point of a limit cycle path can be identified through an angle criterion as
are the real target orientations (i.e., the angle between the robot's direction of movement and the robot-to-target orientation), and i > 0 denotes the target is on the left of the robot's direction of movement. By monitoring the coincidence of the robot moving direction and the robot-to-target orientation, a virtual target approach was presented to overcome the limit cycle problem in fuzzy behavior-based navigation, changing the robot motion from goal attraction to goal-repulsion. Zhu and Yang 29 proposed a state memory scheme to memorize the relative directions (both left, both right, or other situations) of target and obstacles at previously visited locations, so that the robot could be aware of limit-cycle paths. Pin and Bender 13 presented a virtual obstacle concept to remedy limit cycle problems. By comparing the current position of the robot with those stored in the memory, the Goal Start Fig. 6 . An example of the limit cycle situation in a U-shaped obstacle for reactive navigation. 26 The robot travels along the limit cycle path indefinitely using turn-to-right, where A is one of the critical points that a sudden change of robot turning occurs. robot will set a rectangular area as a virtual obstacle to prohibit the robot from entering regions that have generated navigation limit cycles if it recognizes the place as having been visited, and at the same time, a virtual sub-goal is set in the opposite direction to the real goal. However, this method may cause a problem. For example, assume the robot starts circling in a region. Although previously visited positions are at hand, all new waypoints fail to be set in the vicinity of sparsely old waypoints, making the robot unable to recognize that its current position has been previously visited. The minimum risk method of Wang and Liu 4 proposed that each square grid stores two types of information: Obstacle Memory Dots and Trajectory Memory Dots. These values will be increased or decreased every time the grid is sensed and updated. The robot tends to go to the region with the minimum sum of grid values, so that the robot can avoid en route obstacles and revisiting visited regions. Compared with Pin and Bender's method, this method guarantees the iteration situation can be detected by calculating regional values. However, since it needs to store all the data in the whole work area, and the size of the environment is unknown, overflow may occur.
The Repulsive Area
To tackle the navigation limit cycle, relocalization is required to identify or recall local regions that have been visited previously by the mobile robot. Instead of angle criterion 26 or distance criterion, 29 correlation 39 we propose here to use the path similarity 34 to identify the occurrence of limit cycle in a more formal and robust manner. In waypoint navigation, a path segment is represented as an ordered sequence of waypoints. Let
be two composing path segments of a path starting from S, where j − i ≤ N with N a given maximum step number difference between two paths under comparison, or
where ⊕ denotes concatenation. A limit cycle is deemed to happen if there exists (i j) such that the two path segments i j are similar, i.e.,
where d is the Euclidean distance, ∈ 0 1 is a scaling factor set by the user and D denotes the maximum sensing range. Intuitively, the criterion (7) requires the maximum separation of two path segments described by their ordered waypoints be within a small percentage of maximum sensing radius. This limit cycle detection phase introduces an overhead of checking whether there exist (i j) pairs such that (7) To avoid the limit cycle, an additional navigation rule of switching is complemented with the goal-directed navigation, which is composed of the ordinary modes of reaching the goal and avoiding the obstacles. Following this switching approach, once the occurrence of limit cycle is detected at a collection of waypoints using the above path similarity measure, we propose creating a repulsive area at any waypoint on the identified collection of waypoints on the repeated traversal path. An area is marked as a repulsive area only when the robot passes across this area attempting to go to the target using goal-oriented navigation but is blocked by any obstacle. In more details, the repulsive area is constructed as follows: (1 1 , it means the vehicle is trying to go to the goal under goal-seeking navigation, but actually moves further away due to obstacles. We can say that the area just passed by the vehicle has no contribution to approaching the goal, so we build a repulsive area. (4) Connecting W 1 and W 2 as a line, the repulsive area is spanned from this line to infinity. The memory requirement to store this repulsive area is 1D data (a line), not 2D data (an area.) By superimposing the stored data, an example of Repulsive Area is then created as the angular spanning area in the form of r 1 r 2 × 1 2 shown in Figure 7 .
Updating the Repulsive Area
Let W i = r W i i denote the polar coordinate of the current waypoint on the global map, where the radius r W i is equal to the Euclidean distance from the current waypoint to the target. The update rule of Repulsive Area A every time the robot reaches a waypoint is as follows.
if mode = heading to goal and
where R j is a set of radius values from W i to W i−1 .
In (8), r W i−1 < r W i means there are exit obstacles between the robot and the target. In this case, the system will calculate a straight line from W i to W i−1 , then retrieve the radius values of points on this straight line, and this process is repeated for every 0 5 . The memory requirement is proportional to the angular resolution. These radius values are stored in the Repulsive Area matrix with index j /0 5 . The implementation is easy and reliable since the construction is less sensitive to localization error, compared to trajectory memorization.
Switching from Goal-Attraction to
Goal-Repulsion In our navigation system, there are two navigation modes: the ordinary goal-attraction mode and an additional goalrepulsion mode whenever a limit cycle situation occurs. According to the definition, when the robot reaches a waypoint W i = r W i i , at which (7) achieves the optimum for W W , it is stored and (8) is used to construct repulsive area A, in which limit cycles are likely to occur. The mobile robot applies the goal-repulsion rule so that a local path composed of waypoints is planned out from the area. The repulsive area is thus recognized as a landmark for possible limit cycle occurrences, and once inside the Repulsive area, the rule of preferred direction is changed from heading-towards-the-goal into the following mode
where s is a suitable side angle that the mobile robot is allowed to turn. (9) extends the direction toward the target into a range of directions defined by circular sector
when the robot is inside the Repulsive Area. Choosing a smaller s could make the robot stuck again, because the robot is steered along the close neighboring directions of ∠ − − → W i O . On the other hand, choosing a larger s gives rise to a larger turn, and the nearby environment may be left unexplored. As an interpretation, if we regard the target as a magnet, this changing method switches the pole of the magnet and the attraction become repulsion. When the robot leaves the repulsion area, it switches the pole back, and the target attracts the robot as before.
Thus, once encountering the repulsive area, the waypoint navigation system will adopt an opportunistic navigation strategy to determine a sequence of non-goaldirected waypoints for the mobile robot to visit that avoids repeatedly visiting the visited area. This is conceptually similar to the strategy of virtual target. Thus, the robot won't get stuck in the repulsive area where limit cycle may very likely happen and can seek other probable routes freely in an opportunistic manner. 
Prediction of Limit Cycle Situations
Another feature of the repulsive area is that it may be later used by the mobile robot to easily predict any upcoming limit cycle situations. By memorizing repulsive areas associated with limit cycle situations during prior explorations, whether the robot is inside any repulsive area or not can be determined by verifying if the localization of robot is behind those lines in polar coordinates. There is no need to calculate specific areas. If yes, the robot will change the target-seeking rule instantly to (9). This limit cycle avoidance behavior prevents the robot from getting trapped again into an area in which the robot has previously experienced the onset or occurrence of a limit cycle, thus enhancing the efficiency of the waypoint navigation system. An explanation is as follows: consider a scenario which the robot is blocked at r a a , and its associated repulsive area is created. Several rounds later, the robot first time reaches r b a , r b > r a . Without memorizing the repulsive area created at r a a , the robot tends to choose the direction of − → r b O, which is toward the target. Since r b r a O is a straight line, − → r b O = −→ r b r a is a path leading to r a , at which the robot will be blocked again. A repeated traversal of the same place occurs.
A notable distinction of our approach from the virtual wall approach 24 is that a region marked as a repulsive area is not prohibited for traversing, but the preferred motion direction is goal-repulsion. Figure 8 shows the scheme of our method in comparison with trajectory memorization methods.
Memory Requirement
Normally, a 2D irregular area can be described as all the grids it covers, either with coordinates (x i y i by discretizing the Cartesian map or r i i i = 1 n by discretizing the angle and radius of polar map. For a grid, the resolution may be selected by defining the step size for each axis. As the step size is decreased, the resolution increases. For exploration and navigation, the resolution is directly related to the computational effort and the ability to detect openings. Since the size of the global map is unknown, the upper bound of (x i y i is unknown if the map is represented in Cartesian coordinates. On the contrary, the benefit of using the polar coordinate system here is that the field of view (FOV) of the range sensor is limited. Suppose we set an angular resolution of 0 5 in the axis, which amounts to a number of discretization into 720 cells in a map represented in polar coordinates. As for the discretization of radius axis, we define the depth of the repulsive area as [r a if a blocking occurs at r a ; that is, a repulsive area is an irregular area denoted by r a F OV , stored by a total number of 2FOV cells in axis with one radius value r a indicating the depth of the area stored in each cell. Thus, the required memory space for an angular resolution of 0 5 0 is a mere 720 cells, despite the size of the environment. Note that the angular resolution is directly related to the computational effort of navigation-related path planning and the ability to detect opening using locally available sensor data. 33 
SIMULATIONS
The navigation method is demonstrated by the simulations of two scenarios with comparison with Ref. [4] in this section. The mobile robot is a 50 × 50 cm rectangle, and its sensing range is 3 m. We assume that the robot is holonomic, i.e., it is able to translate and change its path instantaneously in a map, a typical assumption in Bug navigation algorithms or graph search methods in roadmapbased path planning methods. Scenario I is an orthogonal maze-like environment shown in Figure 9 , where there are dead ends, corners, traps, and multiple routes, which is a conventional challenge of navigation efficiency; 4 8 there may be no clear routes to the goal. Scenario II is a navigation task requiring the robot to move from one room to another separated by a wall and in which the start and goal are located in different rooms, as shown in Figure 10 . U-or T-shaped obstacles, as shown in Figures 9 and 10 , are known by causing some instability and local minima when a robot navigates using reactive navigation towards a goal without a priori knowledge of this type of environment. In both scenarios, there are multiple limit cycle areas that the robot is very like to be trapped in. 
Results
In this subsection, we compare our waypoint navigation method with Ref. [4] . In Figures 9 and 10 , the target (represented by sign) is located at the origin of the polar coordinate system, and the green areas represent the repulsive areas with respect to the traveling path. In both scenarios, there are multiple repulsive areas. As shown in Figures 9, 10 (a) and 9, 10(b), we show the two paths obtained by our method in polar and Cartesian coordinates, respectively. It is seen that both paths are nearly identical, because they utilized the same method despite different working coordinate systems, while the slight difference is caused by opportunistic direction selection. As Figure 9 (a) depicts, the repulsive area was created in the first attempt to reach the goal when the robot was blocked by the wall between the two rooms separating the start and goal. Then, the robot went to the vicinity of the exit within the repulsive area and chose a direction that guided it back. In the second round, it chose another goal-repulsive direction due to the awareness of the Repulsive area, thus guiding the robot to exit from one room and reach the goal located in the other room. In Figure 10 (a), a repulsive area was also created during the same situation, and the robot was aware of its existence and thus successfully moved out of the upper room in the first attempt. By contrast, Figures 9, 10(c) is the path obtained by Wang and Liu's method. 4 Figure 10(c) shows that Wang and Liu's method 4 guided the robot to go back and forth horizontally, while storing its trajectory as "Trajectory Memory Dots." After a long path of travel until most of the upper room had been explored, the robot left the room filled with "Trajectory Memory Dots." Figures 9 and 10 show that reaching the target via minimum risk navigation method 4 requires a longer moving distance, thus higher computational cost in escaping dead ends and fitting the configuration of the maze. Our approach guides the robot to reach the target more efficiently. Furthermore, our approach does not require extra exploration and relies heavily on the wall-following; thus, it is more efficient. Table I indicates the memory space of repulsive area as an array of variables in the Matlab program for both Cartesian and polar coordinates in scenario I and scenario II. It can be seen that with the same map size, less memory is needed using polar coordinates, and with a larger map size, more navigation time and memory was saved compared to using Cartesian coordinates, which depends on the exploration region. This is because Cartesian coordinates not only need to transform data between different coordinate, but also process more data from the repulsive area. This would further increase the computation time.
Comparisons
When operating in unknown environments, the sensing range related to the ability to perceive and understand the environment ahead is critically important for ensuring safe and efficient navigation. Since different sensors may have different sensing ranges, we perform simulations to study the effect of the range of sensors on the required travelling distance to reach the goal. In general, the shorter the sensing range, usually the more waypoints are deployed in a map and the closer the deployed waypoints, while the longer the sensing range, the more edges are detected and are thus more helpful for avoiding or escaping from traps or dead ends and for guiding the mobile robot more directly toward its goal at high speeds through unknown environments using waypoint navigation. 28 Table II shows that the average savings in path computing time using polar coordinates are about 40 and 50% for scenario I and scenario II for different sensing ranges, respectively. Thus, using polar coordinates could account for the practical memory and computing time requirements for real-time navigation tasks, especially for long durations or long paths. Table III provides additional information for paths in simulations. In general, sufficiently larger sensing radii are beneficial in shortening the path length. In the two scenarios, similar results are obtained for different sensing ranges since the same navigation method is employed in small maps, despite which coordinate system is used. It is shown that running the navigation algorithm using Cartesian coordinate as the working coordinate system inherently requires more time and memory, without regard to the distance traveled. In addition, the performed simulations indicate that the waypoint navigation seems more constrained by the topology of environment and work well with weaker sensor ranges in small maps.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Implementation and testing of the waypoint navigation system is conducted in this section. In order to verify the method we've proposed, a mobile robot of about 30 cm * 50 cm * 40 cm was built (Fig. 11) . It has three wheels, two of which are parallel, active wheels independently driven by two integrated servo motors, and one caster wheel. It is equipped with a SICK laser range finder in the front with a 180 FOV with maximum sensing range 5 m to obtain nearby environment information. A 2.4 GHz notebook is attached on the top of the robot to execute calculation and navigation algorithms. An indoor experiment is performed at the lobby in the first floor of an office building. The target is set at the center of the lobby, slightly close to a couch, and the initial position of the robot is outside the lobby, heading towards the goal located in the lobby (Fig. 12(a) ). This is a situation where the target is located on the other side of a wall that may cause limit cycling using reactive goal-directed navigation. Given the start and target, the robot has to use the locally available range data find the way to the target in this unknown environment without being stuck in a trap on the way towards the doorway into the lobby (Fig. 12(b) ), and finally find the way into the lobby (Fig. 12(c) ). This experiment can be viewed online at http://youtu.be/jGuq4SsEN9Q.
In this experiment, the differential-drive mobile robot platform stops and turns on the spot to change its heading before moving forward to next line segment. Motor encoders are used to localize the robot. It is seen that localization errors in the robot and waypoints accumulated over time 18 increases errors in target position. However, the waypoint navigation method allows the robot to move on the a priori unknown environment populated with stationary obstacles and to reach a location close to a target safely and efficiently without becoming trapped in a non-convex obstacle. Figure 13 indicates the trajectory encapsulating the robot navigation behavior and the indoor environment information obtained using the SLAM technique. The robot starts from the red triangle, moves to its next waypoint (red dots) along the red line one after another, and finally move closer successfully to the target (green star). A complete series of action executed by the mobile robot is as follows: (a) Stop at the current waypoint for a very short period of time to scan the environment, process the data, and based on the information in front of the robot, calculate candidates for next waypoint.
(b) Change its heading so as to adjust its attitude according to the direction of the next linear segment, which is the direction of the best candidate waypoint closest to a desirable direction according to rule (9) . (c) (Motion between two consecutive waypoints) Start to move a step along a straight line to the best candidate waypoint in constant speed using point-to-point navigation, so that a path is a polyline joining waypoints for the mobile robot to follow. After reaching the desired waypoint, which tends to bring the robot closer or prepped to get closer to the target, the waypoint navigation system updates the current waypoint. (d) Reach the target or return to Step (a).
The massive blue dots in Figure 12 , which draw the outlines of objects, are obtained from the laser range finder based on measurements of actual execution, and these data are the exact sensory input of environment information (i.e., the world map available) to our navigation system. Note that uncertainties in the map data could influence the risk assessment of waypoint navigation; therefore a safety distance is incorporated into the waypoint selection process. To simplify the display of this figure, the resolution has been decreased to 20 cm, though in the navigation system it is originally 1 cm for calculation purpose. In addition, the gray lines refer to the scales from practical measurement. It is often desirable that the smoother path is easier for the mobile robot to follow without turning or stopping on the spot and is likely to reduce localization errors to improve the navigation algorithm accuracy. We may perform a smoothing of the corners of the planned piecewise linear path. Successive waypoints are joined by using continuous-curvature path primitives such as the Bezier curve, B-splines, or clothoid and circular arcs so that the shape of the geometric path is similar to the piecewise-linear path.
CONCLUSION
For reactive goal-oriented navigation in an unknown static environment, this paper proposed a safe and efficient waypoint navigation method that is goal-directed navigation complemented with additional rules of switching to goalrepulsive opportunistic navigation to handle more complex limit cycle situations in concavity. We propose the concept of a repulsive area in the polar coordinate, which is the circular sector created and memorized for switching from goal-oriented behavior to a goal-repulsive strategy based on the feedback of prior navigation experience of limit cycle situations strictly intended for avoiding future limitcycle situations in an unknown environment. By using the polar coordinate system as working coordinate of robot motion, in addition to the explicit description of the range and direction of obstacles to the current robot position and goal, we demonstrate that the on-line path computing time is lowered and the required memory space is fixed by the angular resolution used to discretize the map, no matter the size of explored area or the travel distance of the robot. The practical usefulness of our waypoint navigation method to generate a feasible and efficient navigation path that integrates the algorithm of online limit cycle detection and avoidance based on repulsive areas has been verified by both simulations in maze-like maps for different sensing ranges and a real indoor experiment to show the real-time performance and robustness.
